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Searcy Police 
investigates thefts 
by Bobby Davidson 
Bison editor 
Six personal checks have been reported 
stolen from Harding students and five of 
them have been cashed for a total close to 
$2,000, presumably by a student, according 
to Herman Smith, chief of security. 
The Searcy Police Department has been 
called in on the matter, which began 
developing in late September. 
"This is the first time in 10 years that this 
type of thing has occurred in this 
magnitude," Smith commented. "But the 
matter has been turned over to local police, 
and I'm very confident that they'll resolve 
the situation. 
"I worked with the Searcy Police for 10 
years and I can confidently say that they're 
no 'hick-town' police department; they're 
very good," Smith added. 
Smith declined comment-on whether the 
police had any suspects at press time. Since 
the problem has been referred to the local 
authorities, the perpetrator, if caught, will 
be prosecuted by law and may face time in 
jail. 
Three of the checks have been cashed, ap-
parently with forged signatures, in the 
school's business office. Two others have 
been passed through banks in Searcy. The 
sixth check, according to Smith, has not yet 
been cashed. 
"OUr tellers are very careful, but it's very 
hard to detect when a student is using s~ 
meone else's identification card, since some 
of the cards are three or four years old," Pat 
Young, Harding cashier, said. 
Since the beginning of the incidents, 
business office tellers have been instructed 
to more carefully scrutiniZe student iden-
tification cards when cashing a check. 
"I feel that our girls at the teller windows 
are doing a good job, but with the thousands 
of checks that pass through this office, it's 
almost impossible to totally prevent this sort 
of thing from happening," Young explained. 
"I suppose that we're just fortunate that 
there have not been more." 
Most of the checks have been stolen while 
inside purses or wallets that have been taken 
from the vicinity of the two campus 
cafeterias and from dorm rooms. 
"We suspect that all of the thefts and 
check-cashings have been done by one per-
son," Smith said. "A big part of it comes 
from people just not being careful enough 
with their personal belongings." 
Smith and Young advise that students who 
discover a check missing should immediate-
ly notify the business office so they may be 
on the lookout for that particular check. 
"The person doing all this has been very 
cautious, because he's not taking the top 
checks in the checkbooks most of the time," 
Young explained. "All students should be 
careful to make their personal possessions 
not so readily available." 
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Stadium ramps 
slippery, unsafe 
For each and every incident that occurs in our world, 
someone or something must ultimately bear responsibility. 
Behind every action and accident there is a causative 
force, and it is upon this fact we wish to focus. 
Last Saturday night, as the scoreboard clock at Alumni 
Field ran down on another Bison football victory, a less 
thrilling scene developed under the stands. 
~use. o~ ~e rains that haq pel~ th~ field and the 
stadium vtcmity, the wood ramps leading up to the 
bleachers became dangerous slippery. 1 Even in rubber-
soled shoes, many spectators had a difficult time keeping 
their footing. 
One such spectator, a woman who teaches at Harding 
Academy, decided, along with her husband, to make her 
way out of the stadium in the '!waning moments of the 
contest. 
Almost predictably, the woman slipped on the wet 
planks; a loss of footing which resulted in a broken left 
ankle. The break was so severe, in fact, that surgery to 
repair the damage was necessacy. 
Fortunately, there was no shortage of medical experts 
on the scene, as is generally the, case at sporting events. 
Within minutes, the woman was1 fitted with a temporary 
splint and taken on a stretcher to the hospital. 
But, although the woman's injury was taken care of 
swiftly and expertly by the doctors in attendance at the 
game, the hazardous ramps remain in place and the poten-
tial for a similar incident exists. 
When dry, the ramps are perfectly safe. But when they 
are even just a little damp, the slippery wood presents the 
same hazard that resulted in last weekend's accident. 
Those who attend a sporting event have the right to ex-
pect that they will be able to enjoy the game in the safest 
possible environment. 
The only safety precaution that is now taken is a series 
of strips that are nailed horizontally across the ramps. But 
evidently, these strips are not enough to guarantee a 
reasonable measure of sure footing. Surely there is some 
sort of non-slip surface that could be applied to the ramps 
to prevent accidents in the future. 
Of course, we do not expect that these ramps will be 
resurfaced before the end of this season. But we would 
hope that, in the amount of time that exists between now 
and opening day of next season, this hazardous situation 
will be remedied. 
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OPINION 
Humanism deems morality issue relative 
Christians in the World 
by Tim Tripp 
In the previous two columns of "Christians in the 
\\brld" I have discussed some tenets of Humanism that 
often find their way into the liVes of Christians. 
In the most recent column, I discussed the Humanistic 
belief that man does not need God. He is capable of tak-
ing control of his own life and being successful in doing 
so. This is dangerous to Christians because it is attractive 
to think that one can guide one's own life. We as humans 
tend to like the idea of control. Control of our own lives 
is an illusion, however, because in this world if God is 
not in control, Satan is! 
This last article on Humanism is devoted to morality. 
You remember Missie Manners. She was the saucy chick 
who trashed a career in politics for starring roles in por-
nographic movies. When asked why she had made the 
drastic career change she said that it was a reaction to the 
Meece report on pornography. She didn't like the idea of 
anyone deciding for her what was right and wrong. She 
felt that no one had the right to impose their morality on 
her. 
Her feelings are quite typical of one under the 
Humanistic persuasion. 1b someone living by the beliefs 
of Humanism, morals are relative. What I mean is, to the 
Humanist, everyone has the right and responsibility to 
decide for himself or herself what is right or wrong, moral 
or immoral. 
1b the Humanist a law is an area where the feelings of 
the majority overlap in reference to right or wrong ( eg. 
most people feel mwder is wrong and it is therefore made 
illegal). There are no standards. Morality is defined by 
the individual only and nolply bas the right to tell you 
what is appropriate and inappropriate behavior. 
Again, this is attractive. Let's face it, no one actually 
likes to be told what to do. Who thinks it nifty that you 
cannot wear short on campus when it's a hundred or so 
degrees outside? Who really likes the fact that we're re-
quired to go to chapel every day? Do you like driving 55 
or paying taxes? The "do your own thing" philosophy starts 
to sound good in this light, doesn't it? 
Think about it. What would happen if everyone were 
allowed for a while to "do their own thing?" Conflict 
-would be imminent for just about everybody. All rules 
would be trashed and mob rule would take the place of 
peace and orderliness. 
The "do your own thing" philosophy simply cannot 
-work because it's not the way God made it to be. God's 
way differs from the: Humanist in that God has set up a 
standard for behavio.r. Concepts of right and wrong are 
detetmi.oed by that standard. Man can. never really know 
for himself what is right or wrong, moral or immoral. 
God in His great love and wisdom has shown man, via 
the standard (which is the life of Christ), what is right and 
wrong. Many of the problems and conflicts we go through 
could be awided if we -would only consult the standard 
fur our decisions. We can do our own thing as long as 
what we do is in compliance with the standard. 
Let me encourage you to look 1o God for the control 
and government of your life. The Humanists are on a 
highway. to hell. Don't follow them. 'Ihlst in the Lord with 
all your heart and lean not to your own understanding. In 
all your ways acknowledge Him and He will make your 
paths straight. 
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Soviets sense threat in 1 Star Wars' program 
Political Perspective 
by Mike Pridmore 
When faced with irrefutable facts, one must align his 
opinions so that they agree with those facts. In the realm 
of international politics, facts in general and irrefutable 
facts in particular are rare commodities. The international 
political scene changes so rapidly that the facts of today 
often become the subject of tomorrow's jokes. However, 
some facts are so indisputable that they do not become 
the subject of jokes until the day after or a week from 
tomorrow. 
When writing a column which depends on the current 
facts of international politics, timing is of the essence. The 
writer must try to base his opinions on facts that stand 
a chance of remaining true until the reading audience has 
had time to furget the writer's opinions that were based 
on those facts. The more controversial the opinion, the 
longer those facts need to remain true. The recent change 
in the diplomatic status of Syria is typical of the ever uncer-
tain future of international political facts. 
Sometimes, facts become more clearly identifiable with 
time. The current Soviet opinion of Star 'Wars was recent-
ly made very clear. Whatever the Soviets might have 
thought of the strategic defense initiative befOre the mini-
summit in Reykjavik, Iceland, they now obviously con-
sider it a serious threat to Soviet national security. 
Although the system is not yet operative, the Soviets must 
believe it has great potential. 
Further evidence of the Soviet opinion of Star wars was 
given when a new bead scientist was appointed fur the 
main Soviet defense resean:h center the week after the 
mini-summit. It \Wuld seem that the Soviets are behind 
in the defense technology race. One would be hard-pressed 
to name a well-advertised revolutionary development in 
Soviet defenses since 1975, when the fOrmer head was 
appointed. 
Since the mini-summit, the Soviets have been suggesting 
almost too eagerly, that they are still willing to 1alk about 
arms reduction. Perhaps the Soviets feel that Gorbachev 
could outlast the older Reagan in a loiJ8Cl' summit meeting. 
Reagan's good health and Obvious mental alertness should 
long ago have discouraged that idea. 
If a longer summit were scheduled, President Reagan 
would probably propose short \Wrk days. That would leave 
the President free to take unhindered naps or consult with 
his advisors if he needed to while Gorbachev tired himself 
by shopping with his wife. 
Soviet schemes fur arms reduction are most likely filr 
more complicated than any plan to merely take advantage 
of President Reagan's age. Previously, possible Soviet 
economic motives fur arms reduction were considered in 
this column. The gist of the previous suggestions was that 
the Soviets may be wanting to reduce arms in order to af-
fOrd more goods fur the general Soviet public. In essence, 
that \Wuld be trading "guns" fur "butter." 
The appointment of a new head fur Soviet defense 
research prompts some variation on the possible economic 
motives fur arms reduction. Perhaps the Soviets want to 
reduce certain types of arms so that they can affurd more 
preferable arms. That would mean trading "guns" fur ''bet-
ter guns." Such an explanation also accounts fur the Soviet 
eagerness to reduce certain types of arms. 
In the classic "guns versus butter" illustration, the 
Soviets have historically chosen guns over butter. Such 
changes in the historical trend as \Wuld take place if the 
Soviets suddenly chose uutter over guns are usually 
preceded by some great political, economic, or social 
upheaval. Although the Soviet Union does have political, 
economic and social problems, none of those problems 
seem threatening enough to be classified as a great 
upheaval. The idea of trading guns fur better guns rather 
than butter \Wuld agree with the current trend of Soviet 
history. Some butter could be added just to make the 
change more _appealing to the Soviet people. 
The reader must be advised to expect a Soviet counter-
part to Star 'Wars in the next few years. If the Soviets have 
not invented one by then, they will have probably stolen 
the plans, which will be more difficult to steal with the 
limits now imposed on the number of Soviet Embassy 
personnel. 
Taking spiritual inventory can bolster faith 
Dear Editor: 
Sometimes we need to just take some time out of our 
busy lives, stand still fur a second to take account of things, 
take stock of our lives. We need to see what we have reach-
ed and where we are going and, if need be, make changes 
where we can to improve things. We as humans, however, 
don't like standing still and looking back, partly out of 
fear of discovering that changes might need to be made 
- and oh how we dislike the idea of changing. But let 
me appeal to you with an open mind and a positive, en-
thusiastic spirit to see how we can be a greater furce, a 
mightier army fur the Lord. 
I am of the opinion that we have lost some of the 
perspective of the function of the body of Christ, that we 
have somehow become so egocentric and self-
concentrating that we have to a large extent lost perspec-
tive of our function, lost sight of the world that's crying 
out fur the reason, love, and understanding which we right-
ly claim only God can give. There is not much purpose 
in just standing back and condemning a \Wrld whose moral 
standards are declining, turning to humanism, and being 
characterized by drug abuse, sexual immorality, divorce 
and a host of other funns of evil; not unless we also pre-
sent a solution fur what it has become. 
Lousy times at Harding? I believe our preaching has, to a large extent, concen-trated so much on doctrine that the person of Jesus Christ has been lost in the process. I believe we've been proclaim-
ing so much churchology that Christianity has lost its per-
sonal touch in many cases. Tho many young people have 
just accepted ''the religion of our fathers" and have no 
real personal relationship with Jesus. To these people, 
Christianity may be a burden. Tho many people are con-
verted to a system rather than to the Lord; they accept 
scriptures, but not reaDy the Saviour; they have Christiani-
ty in their minds, but not in their hearts. 
The Harding Primer 
by Bill Rankin 
Lesson 7: 'lbgetberness- A mediation 
on tbe Head louse 
Quite frankly, I can't see what all this fuss is about lice. 
Everyone is so upset. You'd think it was an epidemic! 1b 
my way of thinking, this is one of the best things that could 
possibly happen to Harding. It's a Godsend. Seriously. (I 
notice that some of you out there in newspaperland are 
scratching your heads trying to figure out what I'm 1alk-
ing about (at least I think that's why you're scratching your 
heads) while others have now classed me as a total loony 
and are about to skip the rest of my article. Give me a 
chance, okay?!?) Why is it such a neat thing? I can sum 
it up in one \Wrd: 'lbgetherness. 
Here at Harding, we're always complaining that we're 
not unified - that we have factions and cliques and little 
groups everywhere. We have chapel talks and devotionals 
about how we are all "one body" and about how all of 
us should love one another, but fur the most part they fall 
o:1 deaf ears (which I think is a stupid expression. If you 
want to 1alk about somebody not hearing and understan-
ding, you should say "it fell on deaf brains"). 
Well, this lice thing is a great opportunity! Think of all 
the social barriers it breaks down! Freshman and senior, 
athlete and non-athlete, popular and unpopular - all sud-
denly thrown together under the banner of equality. Beauty 
and ugliness mystically linked through the existence of a 
tiny, parasitic, blood-sucking insect. Yankee and 
Southerner finally joined in the intestines of a little white 
speck. How could we be so ungrateful as to try and er-
dicate this blessing?? Having lice is a small price to pay 
fur unity. And besides, it's a whole lot better than having 
everyone get mononucleosis. 
And yet, sad to say, a faction on this campus (goodbye 
togetherness) still wants to exterminate the poor Pediculus 
Humanus var. capitus (head louse). How could this be?? 
Are these the same people that support Amendment 65?? 
Are these same people that are called "right-to-lifers" by 
the news media?? Yes they are, and it Qlllkes me mad! I'm 
shocked! How can we possibly be so hypocritical that we 
can march on the state capital one day to protect the un-
born and the next tum right around and brutally murder 
millions of unborn lice without even shedding a tear? 
How can we manipulate our morals so that we can ac-
ttially be happy at the death of a host of God's creatures?? 
This is not right, friends. The Bible says that we sh8n be 
known by our fruit, and I'm afraid that if we keep this 
up, ours is going to be rotten to the core. Either we love 
and value life - all life - or we don't. It's as simple as 
that. And I don't know about the rest of you, but I think 
it's time we finally made a stand. Sure, lice can cause 
discomfOrt and social stigma, but if that's what it takes 
fur us to be good servants and stewards, I say bring it on! 
Friends, we have an immense opportunity here. We can 
remold Harding into the institution that it was meant to 
be. We can unite under the banner of brotherhood. So let's 
all put our heads together and see if we can't make this 
thing \Wrk. I'm sure that in the glorious future, our 
children's children will thank us fur the strivings that we 
made. The choice is ours. Let's not louse it up. 
Perhaps it is time we stop practicing reaction theology, 
not wanting to do some things just because some 
denomination does it. I'm not talking about being unscri~ 
tural; I'm talking about our refraining from some things 
in an effort to try to be as distinct as possible, yet thus 
losing our freedom and joy in Christianity. Truth in itself 
is absolute, objective, and distinct; it does not need our 
intelligent defenses to make it distinct. It speaks fur itself. 
Let's get off the defense and really get into Christianity. 
Alexander Campbell, Barton W. Stone, and a number 
of others restored the ancient order of New Thstament 
Christianity. How much are we doing to fully restore it 
in spirit? I believe the restoration of New Thstament Chris-
tianity is the greatest revolution ever; and when I think 
of a revolution, I think of a dynamic, energetic, vibrant 
movement. Somehow we've allowed that fire to die. We've 
become so furmalized, set in our ways, and busy with our 
own little things. Let's try to IMM cold ritualstic furmalism 
and move into the spirit of Christianity. Let's come alive 
and let the \Wrld know God is still alive, Jesus is still sav-
ing, God's Spirit is still convicting and working in the 
hearts of men, and God's Church is marching on. -
Soldiers of Christ, Arise! 
A brother In Cbrlst 
Anton F. Jolmson 
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mon as Grace Farrell, and .run Bob have learned choreography, songs, lines, JOr show. The technical work gave them 
"House to half .. :.house out .... orchestra, 
go .... curtain up .... stage lights up! "The 
cast is in position for the beginning of 
another homecoming musical at Harding 
University. The show - Annie. 
For the cast, this culminates nine 
weeks of hard work. Although the entire 
cast has worked on the show for only nine 
weeks, preparation began as early as last 
April. Once the show was chosen, audi-
tions were held for the lead roles. This 
enabled the leads to have the entil'e sum-
mer to learn lines and develop their 
character. 
"By casting the leads early, we are 
able to spend more time working with the 
entire cast. The leads were required to 
have all of their lines memorized and to 
attend Music Camp in August," Director 
Robin Miller said. ''At Music Camp, em-
phasis was placed on acting. Once 
rehearsals began with the entire cast, the 
leads only needed to polish what they 
already knew." 
Atkinson as Booster. and bow they will interact with the col- an opportunity to learn new skills and see 
Other cast members are: Steve Allen, lege cast. Choosing the orphans was very the outcome of their work on stage. We 
Chuck Baril, Kim Brown, Mike Duley, difficult All of the girls were very strive to make each production we do at 
Shell Gage, Kirk Garner: Sheila Gaskin, talented." Harding a learning experience and the 
Lori Girdley, RDger Hall, Andrew Ham- The children, students at Bradford, technical work is one waywe go about do-
mitt, Dawn Helm, Bert Hollis, Holly Harding Academy, McRae, Sidney ing this." 
Hughes, Lisa Humble, Melanie Jackson, Deener, and Southwest schools are: The cast knows their part, the or-
Phillip Joyner, Jeryn Kuehn, Rhonda AllysonBallinger, Mary-MargaretBlue, chestra ~their music,~ sbow is 
Lanier, Debi Lape, India Medders, and Rachel Brewez; Olivia Bruner: Sharla ready, nght? Wrong. W1thout the 
Melanie McKeclcnie. Also Sbelli Miller: Brun.er, J ohnna Duke, Lo~ Duke, technical crew, the sbow could not go on. 
Andy Mitchell, Ken Page, Robert Patton: Michelle Dykes, Olivia Eddins, Karle They are responsible for the set. Without 
Brian Price, Shelley Privett, Laura Rice, Fouts, Sherrill Ganus, Kimberly Gib..bins, them knowing what backdrop is suppos-
Kim Rowan, Robert San Juan, Christi Kristalynne Godwin, Carol Gray, Thbitha ed to come in or what set piece is 
S~arp, Allen Sheldo .. n, Tim Spann, Wes Hoofman, ~cy Hootman, Jennifer suppos~ to be where, the cast would be 
Stine, Jay Walls, Kristen Webb, and 'fiacy James Melan1 Morgan, Ashley Morris, perfonrung on a bare stage. Headed by 
Wooten. Holly Ntchols, Elizabeth Shearin, Lisa Ellis, the crew consists of: Steve Allen, 
Annie centers around a New Yotk or- Sherwood, Kami Shores, Tia Sicks, Dena SueA.yainan, David Bailey, Brad Cowert, 
phanage, which created the need for a Slayton, Ashley Smith, 1eresa Storey, Kathy Eppick, Elaine Fletcbec, James 
group of talented young gi.rls. Out of 65 Shannon Pollard, Desi Vodehnal, Jen- Gilpin, Jeannette Hittle, Patty Keith, 
who auditioned, 32 children were chosen. nifer Walker, Nicole Wiseman and Paul Orlando, Kyle Beeves, Elise Robin-
Under the direction of Jan Millez; a Sandra Wright. son, and N"JSba Thorne, also Leann Reas, 
music teacher at Bradford and wife of Highlighting the musical numbers will assiStant director, Dustin Hughes, stage 
Robin .Miller, the childrenare featured in be the orchestra, conducted by Arthur manager and Roger Hall, assistant stage 
several numbers throughout the show. manager. 
According ta Jan Miller, "The girls Shearin. "We have a 25-piece orchestra For ~ose involved in the sh~, it may 
baveleamed a great deal in a very short which captures much of the depression seem like the hours of work will never 
era, jazz style. For example, we have a d, bu tb rewards 
period of time. They rehearse for a total full saxophone section in addition to the en . t e each person gains .__ _______________ .;...._ ___ __;.;...._________ from the show are great. On  of which i
L • ! _... £ t t • . t d regular string, wind, and brass sections. new friends. By working on a show, you 
Those cast in leading roles include Alic 
Gill as Annie, Robert Ritter as Daddy 
Warbucks, Susan Ownes as Miss Han-
ICe uues a IOn exaggera e Ken Pulley, manager of the local meet people you may otherwise never 
Wendy's, bas come in to play banjo for know. Commenting on the show, RDbert 
by Phillip Tucker day in chapel. in which abe exp1aiDed the us," Shearin commented.. Those playing Patton, ccrehoreographer along with 
Bison mil wri1l!!r simplicity of the situation, bow to check for in the orchestra are: Felicia Voyles, RDbert San Juan, summed it up 'by say-
Pat Rice, R.N., nurse at the campus lice and what to do about il Daily bead assistant to the director, Mike Boustead, ing, ' 1Long lasting friendships will con-
Health Centel; says she is amazed that wbat checks of students at the Health Center K:i.rk Bowman, Kim Bratcher, Joey tinue after the shOw is over. This is 
sbe humorously calls a "nit-pickiDg little since then have gone from 30 or 40 last week Bryant, Patricia Cox, Thomas Cox, Scott definitely a dynamic group of out-
tbinl'' like lice can cause sucb frenzy amoag to five 00 the day of our interview. Crawford, Bill Everett, Steven Holder, standing individuals to work with. The 
students. She is reCerring to the recent out- other than caUsiDg itchiag and irritation David Judd, Suzette LaRoche, Jay casthas put in hours of.hard work which 
break of bead lice on campus, a situa- of the scalp. the most devasti.Dg thing about Lockhart, Danetta Manning, Fred Moss, has served to make some very special 
tioo''spread faster by rumor and word of lice for some is just the acknowledgement Anna Outlaw, Ken Pulley, Chuck bonds. In turn, those bonds will help to 
mouth than by the ~d." that they have il "1bere is more psycho- Ramseyer, Maria Reynolds, Susan provide the audience with a fantastic 
AccordiDg to Rice, though the infamous emotional harm than physical harm," Rice Richardson, "Rob Ross, A.n.drew Thacker, show." 
pbrase, "everybody bas it," was beard reported. Angie Thomas, Tammy Wiese and Annie will be presented Nov. 7 and 8 at 
around campus, there were actually only Headliceandnits (eggs) are most often Patty Wyatt 8:15p.m. in the Benson Auditorium. In 
two dozen reported cases at Harding. foundinthenapeofthei:aeckandbehindthe Besides the regulai .rehearsals, each addition, the cast will present a Nov. 6 
Head lice are~. wingless, grayish-white, ears. U cbeclring younelf or someooe else, college cast member was required to put matinee performance for over 2,200 
parasitic insects. '!bey require blood lor sur- search lor tiny wbite ''particles" clinging to in two hours of technical wo.tk per week. White County school children. TiCkets 
vival (theydiewithin24bourswithoutit) and hair. Pullout thehairandOickit with your This ranged from creating "New York may be purchased for the Nov. 7 and 8 
thereforeinfestareasoohumans-onthe · finger.Utheparti.clefallsoff,itisprobably City" to reupholstering furniture. performance for $5.00, $3.50 with a 
scalp. for example. Itching and redness of i just dandruff or a clump o1. hair spray. ~ording to Morris Ellis, technical b:arding I. D., from tbe Benson 
the scalp are the major sigDs of bead lice. : Howeve; if it does not ran from the bail; it director, "Many of the cast had little or Auditorium tick~t office. 
Lice is not a characteristic of dirty ~ . CCIUld be a nit (usua.Dy, ooe ooJy sees nits and 
ple, as some have the tendency to think, and not actually lice). 
therefore it does not isolate itself to one ClothiDg and bed linens should be wash· 
group of people in particular; this was the ed, and carpets should be vacuumed if one 
true situation on campus. More girls seem- is found to have the flu. Rice points out that 
eel to have problems with lice, but it could the same should be done if ooe has lice. Both 
not be narrowed down to only one or two situatiODS are very similar, as the desire is 
dorms. Lice is a seasooal conditioo and is to get rid of the germs; there is just more 
currently affecting the community and scltement stirred up about lice. 
county as well. Rice, on the staff at Harding for four 
Rice indicates that the ''frenzy'' has sub- years, states that there has been lice 011 cam· 
sided a great deal; there was nothing to be pus each of those four years; there has just 
upset about, and now students are realizing been great controversy this year. She hopes 
this. PerhaJIS much of this calmnels is the that a mature outlook on the situation will 
result of Rice's 811110U1lCement last Tburs- continue. 
Personal Service Is 
One of Our Hallmarks 
at 
EDICAL CENTER PHARMACY 
Located In Searcy Medical Center 
Style - Quality 
Price 
Three Outstanding 
reasons why 
you should shop 
Tara's for 
your Bridal set 
106 N. Spring DowntQWn Searcy 268-4684 
, 
New club" to honor McAuliffe 
There is a new club on campus for educa-
tion majors. Student-Arkansas Education 
Association <8-AEA) is the ruune of the 
organization which replaced fast year's 
TECH. 'lbe purpose of s-AEA is to provide 
"WOrkshops for 8D)'Oile on campus who is 
somehow related to education. 
On Sept. SO, 8-AEA's spobSOlS, Mrs. 
Jeanine Peck and Mrs. Marifee Coker, be.ld 
the first club meeting to ten wbat the club 
is about and to elect officel's. Those elected 
to offices were ADgel.a McDonough, presi-
dent; Coby cathey, vice-president· Kim 
Mathis, s~j and Cathy Spivey, 
treasurer. Along wtth these, a planning CCJIJl· 
mittee ol ten people and two reporters were 
NINA SELLER'S 
Town & Country 
Beauty Salon 
• Drop-Ins Welcome • 
.. For Guys and Gals .. 
Matrix and Redkin 
SIX STYLISTS 
268-3431 
or 
268-4951 
208 N. Locust St., Searcy 
Behind Poor Boy's Burger Barn 
appointed. Also during this m~tiog, Dawn 
Pryor, Mindi Williams, and Lisa Philpot 
gave a report on the AEA-SEA, on which 
they bad earlier attended a convention. 
Many conventions occur ~t the 
year that 8-AEA members are invited to at-
tend. On Oct. 9-10, the AEA convention was 
held in Little Rock, with a group Of Harding 
students in attendance. Coming up today 
and tomorrow, some of the members of s-
AEA will be traveling to Hot Springs to at-
tend the 8-AEA conference held at the 
Sheraton Hot Springs Lakeshore Resort. 
The association Tuesday night will pre-
sent a so-minute video honoring the late 
Christa McAuliffe, the New Hampshire 
social studies teacher who perished along 
with the six astronauts in January's space 
shuttle disaster. 
This past summer the National Education 
Association honored the school teacher with 
the "Friend of Education Award." Accepting 
on her. behalf was her husband, Steven 
McAuliffe, who noted that C.hrista 
"understood and appreciated her mission to 
do everything she could to give education a 
worthy personification." Mrs. Jeanine Peck, 
the association's faculty advisor pointed out 
that this is the highest honor given by the 
NEA. 
Speaking on this film, 8-AEA president, 
Angela McDonough, said, "Christa 
McAuliffe bas come to symbolize the profes-
sion that shapes the future. Her enthusiasm, 
her caring, her ability to cballenge herself 
and her students to be all they can be 
represents America's dreams and aspira-
tions for what teaching can be. It is this at-
titude that our 8-AEA hopes to promote in 
America's future teachers." 
'fuesday night's presentation will begin at 
7:30 in the Mabee Business Building, room 
107. 
For those interested in becoming a 
member of 8-AEA, it is not too late. 'lbe dues 
for the club are three dollars for local dues, 
five dollars for AEA dues, and ten dollars 
for NEA dues, which comes to a total of eigh-
teen dollars. H you would like to just be a 
member on the local level, it is three dollars. 
The last day for dues to be accepted is to-
day, and they can be sent to cathy Spivey 
at box 1388. Anyone desiring more informa-
tion on 8-AEA, please go talk to Mrs. Peck 
in room 317 of American Studies. 
~Homecoming 
Corsages 
We have a large 
assortment of beautiful 
corsages, ranging in price 
from $4.50 to $13.05 
fLOWERS 
AND GjfTS 
Ll!!!ZZU 
125 South Spring Sl Searcy, AR 
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"I don't believe in ghosts, but there was something in that house. 
Too many people had too many things happen to them ... peo-
ple that weren't nervous or neurotic spooky-types.'' 
When Olivette Kassel took ownership of the house in 1980 she 
set out to restore it to its original dignity as best as she could. 
The window panes were rotting and the garage was badly in need 
of restoration so she called carpenters to make necessary repara-
tions on the outside of the structure. Oli would take care of the 
interior work herself. 
It was a still, quiet Friday afternoon when one of the workmen 
began scraping a second-floor window pane. Kassel was gone and 
had left the workman to do his work alone. Suddenly while at the 
top of tlie ladder he felt himself gripped under the arms and hit 
by a force so powerful that he was nearJy knocked to the ground. 
The man scrambled to secure a handhold on the window's ledge. 
Thinking it a horrible trick, he looked all about him but found 
he was quite alone. "It wasn't a strong wind and there was no one 
around," he said. "It was as if someone had grabbed me and given 
me a great push backwards.'' He didn't tell anyone of the occurence 
until ao incident a few weeks later which convinced him that the 
matter should be brought to the attention of the owner, Kassel. 
·~im and lwere working on the roof of the garage," he reported. 
·~im was on the ladder and I was on the ground on the other side. 
Suddenly Jim _calls out, 'I wish you'd quit nudgin' and pushin' me: 
I didn't think nothing of it until he called out a second time 'Quit 
nudgin' me.' It was a while before I could convince him that I was 
nowhere near his ladder. There was nothing we could see which 
could have been nudgin' his ladder." 
Built in 1846, the house that stands at 444 Washington Ave. 
in Cape Girardeau, Mo. is rich in history and legend. The house 
is the oldest in the city and -its uses have ranged from that of be-
ing a school (the forerunner of Southeast Missouri State Univer-
sity), a Civil War smallpox hospital for union soldiers, and a 
....: Is this house haunted? 
The presence of unaccountable apparitions 
seems to have convinced many in Cape 
Girardeau, Mo. that this house at 444 
Washington Ave. does indeed contain many 
unexplainable phenomena. 
A Real-Lit. 
HA 
By Amy Bl 
residence. And, as with many houses of varied histories, the house 
is said to be haunted. 
MT. and Mrs. J. M. Scully bought the house in the early 1970's. 
The Scullys noticed immediately upon moving into the house that 
all was not normaL They began hearing footsteps at night which 
would come up the basement steps, the basement door would 
dose, the steps would walk across the kitchen and proceed upstairs 
to the second floor where they would cease. Soon, the sounds 
became so common that the Scullys rarely gave them a second 
thought. 
However, one evening Mr. Scully was alone in the bedroom when 
he heard the usual sound of footsteps up the basement steps, the 
basement door closing, •-~ -s!l, __ ,. luL •.. ,,, a, •. -- "~ . _ _,_, ___ , --"~ ' , .. .] '-~-' - ' 
footsteps up the staircase and 
down the haJJ to the bedroom 
where he lay listening. To his 
surprise, a figure appeared in 
the doorway of the room; a 
transparent woman stood in 
complete 19th century 
antebellum dress. He sat up in 
horror and jumped out of bed. 
"She just turned around, 
walked up the hall and disap-
peared - right before my eyeS:' 
he recounted. 
When Kassel owned the 
house, truckers would 
periodically make deliveries of 
furniture, etc. One evening a 
husband/wife trucking team 
spent the night in the house 
after a delivery. The two were 
sleeping in an upstairs guest 
room when the wife was 
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~ONTED HOOSE? 
~my Blankenship and Bill Everett 
awakened by the sound of voices coming from an adjacent room. 
It was the sound of not one voice but of a host of voices and she 
immediately woke her husband. Instantly, the voices stopped and 
the husband did not believe his wife's contrivance. The event hap-
pened on several occasions throughout the night. Yet, every time 
the woman woke her husband the voices would simply vanish. 
The next morning, however, the man became an eyewitness to 
his wife's "imagination." While in the shower he heard the sound 
of a high soprano voice singing. He poked his head out of the 
bathroom to see who it--was that was so eloquently entertaining 
him. His wife was downstairs in the kitchen. Confused, he returned 
to the shower. Soon the voice returned even louder and he made 
a quick dash out of the 
bathroom. Frightened, he 
made inquiry of his wife who 
had been out of earshot of the 
bathroom the whole time. 
"Where are you going, Don?" 
she said. His reply: ''I'm going 
up into the attic to see who's 
been singing to me:· The base-
ment of the house was original-
ly ~nstructed with a tunnel 
entering on one wall which was 
used, according to legend, by 
the owne.r~ of the house during 
the Civil War. While in use as a 
smallpox hospital, the house 
was probably the end of the line 
for many union soldiers 
stricken with smallpox. Some 
maps indicate that the tunnel 
may have followed a path to the 
Mississippi River with an exten-
sion to a nearby cemetery, 
conveniently located for the disposal of bodies. 
Today the entrance of the tunnel has been permanently sealed 
to keep out intruders, insects, and cold temperatures. But ap-
parently there exists within the basement an entity more bizarre 
than the tunnel. 
Kassel 's dog will not go near the entrance of the basement under 
any circumstance, even for food. Yet, one night, while Kassel was 
upstairs sleeping and friends were in the living room watching 
television, the dog began to wimper and needle Harry, one of her 
fr iends, to come to the basement. "That was unusual in itself," 
Kassel later noted. "That dog rarely has anything to do with adults 
other than myself' The man fina lly succumbed to the dog 's ad-
vances, which he believed were probably a result of no food 
or water in his bowl, and followed the dog into the kitchen. Hi~ 
attention was drawn by a sound coming from the basement 
steps. He peered down the well-lit staircase and saw what appeared 
to be the elbow of a "small, brown child; probably ten or 12 years 
old;.' darting around the corner below. The basement was empty. 
Harry gathered his family and left the house promptly, without 
even a goodbye to Kassel. 
Of all the. events which have transpired from the house at 444 
Washington, probably the most striking was that of one owner who 
would speak only under anonymity. She had not been in the house 
long at all, only a few days. She had finished moving furniture 
one night and was exhausted. The house was disorderly and she 
found it difficult to find a comfortable place to sleep. FinalJy she 
pulled out a few old blankets and a sheet The evening was cold 
and windy. 
The last thing she remembered before going to sleep was the 
sound of a painting falling from its place above the fireplace 
mantel "You could never hang anything on that spot without it 
fallhig from the wall," she recalled. As she lay in her makeshift 
bed she began thinking about how she was going to afix the pain-
ting to prevent it from falling the next morning. The next thing 
she recalls is waking, as if from a hypnotic state, with five distorted 
faces peering down at her from just above the foot of her bed. 
"The faces were horrid," she noted. "Each was a bluish-gray and 
terribly deformed. I remember their long noses and tiny eyesockets 
and I was very frightened. But the worst part of all was the chan-
ting. When I came out of that trance I found the five faces were 
chanting something, and I was chanting along with them. It was 
horrid. I prayed hard and they finally went away but they returned 
a few hours later." 
Do spirits wander this house or can the answer be found in 
natural phenomena? There are a host of related stories by a host 
of unrelated witnesses: mirrors turning, shadows appearing on the 
floor then disappearing, voices, the constant feeling of being 
followed and others. The questions are many but the answers are 
few. Some day, the mystery of 444 WashinlJton will undoubtedly 
be solved. Or will it? 
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Slater detours through Harding on road to stardom 
by Marti Hinds 
BISO!l staff writer 
''Star light, star bright; first star I see 
tonight ... " 
Harding's most recent star, alumnus 
David Slater, is bright enough to make 
81\Y girl's dream com.e true. Be is attrac-
tive, though a bit short; old-fashioned, 
but fun-loving; and definitely talented as 
both a singer and songwriter. 
Supporting his claim to talent are his 
recent victories on "Star Search,'' a na-
tionally televised talent competition 
hosted by Ed McMahon. Slater won six 
times in a raw and also won the semi-
finals which were taped Oct. 21 and will 
be aired this month. The grand prize for 
the final competition is a recording con-
tract and about $100,000. 
Slater was noticed by Star Search 
talent scouts while singing at Opryland. 
"There was a group there that just 
needed a singer," he said "They were 
kind of in a bind, so I said I could fill in 
for one summer." Slater was invited to 
audition for Star Search. "Mter I audi-
tioned they invited me to come aver,'' he 
added. 
Slater likened Star Search to summer 
camp. "It's like a family. You get to know 
some people and you hate to see them 
lose." 
"They fly you out there, ·put you up, 
feed you and really take care of you while 
you're out there." he said. 
So far, Slater doesn't admit to having 
to compromise his Christianity for. his 
David Slater, a Harding alumnus who has begun his journey to stardom with 
a successful showing on Ed McMahon's "Star Search'' television program, 
recently returned to the campus to entertain at a benefit sponsored by the 
Associated Women for Harding. (photo by Darin Martin) 
Jeans 
Overalls 
Shirts 
Jackets 
(f7Hl~f7H ~t:INI«)) "For the Finest in Mens Wear" 
209 North Poplar St. 268-2858 
Town & Country Plaza Shopping Center 
entertainment career. "I've always heard 
that it was difficult, but I haven't ex-
perienced that yet,'' he said "I think as 
long as you continue to study, to go to 
churcJl and to be surrounded by Chris-
tians. .. Surround yourself with anistians. 
That's the only way you can stay strong. 
"The entertainment industry needs a 
good influence. I have not been looked 
down upon. People respect you for not 
taking a drink or not using a curse wm:d. 
When they're around you, they try not to 
do it as much. That's been my ex-
perience." 
Slater credits much of his Christian in-
fluence to Harding. "I learned how to be 
a anistian here,'' he said "Harding does 
everything it advertises itself to do. It 
roots and gl'OliJ& people in Quistianity." 
Slater left Harding after three and a 
half years to pursue a musical career in 
Nashville, 'lenn., with Slater, Wells and 
Company, a trio including Harding alum-
Di Kent and Marcia Wells. He also 
.attended David Lipscomb College for two 
'Prters. 
' When Slater left he said, "It's hard for 
me to leave Harding. I'll miss everything 
about it. I feel Harding is the best school 
the brotherhood has to offer, but for• me, 
it's in the wrong town." 
Harding may be in the wrong town, but 
Slater keeps coming back. At Homecom-
ing last fa11, Slater, Wells and Company 
were featured in the Alumni Variety 
Show and recently, Slater returned to 
perform in the Associated Women for 
Harding benefit program. 
Slater exhibited his talent for strong 
vocals and striking lyrics. He sang 
several of his Star Search songs as well 
as trying out some new ones on the 
audience. Slater has written most of the 
songs he performs. 
In fact, since Slater and Wells parted 
company, be has s~ filmself 
writing songs under a cOntract with New 
London Music Co. Songs recorded by 
other artists bring royalties when people 
buy'the record and the song is played on 
the radio. ''People's Court,'' recorded by 
Ray Stevens, is one such song that Slater 
wrote. 
Slater also played the piano for singer 
Keith Whitley and is prominently 
featured in the video of "Miami My 
Amy." 
After singing and performing for other 
groups, and patterning his style after 
singers inclueliDg Jolmny Cash and Elvis 
Presley, Slater is ready to be himself. 
"I'm going to be David Slater Dfi'N,'' he 
said '"lbere are a lot of singers that have 
done well, Elvis, Lee Greenwood. .. .I want 
to be as big as they are, but I don't want 
to do it the same way." 
IMry McFadden, who manages Lee 
Greenwood, signed Slater and has big 
plans for his career. "He's going to do the 
same things for me that he did for Lee 
Greenwood," Slater said What kind of 
things? "Well, ju$t make me a star." 
'fo f K f 'fancJ 
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FLORIST 1- GIFTS 
ORDER HOMECOMING 
CORSAGES EARLY 
20% dl.count for cash 
Call 26tl-3434 and 
Check oyt our low prices 
and varied styles 
102 N. Spring 
WASH • WAX • BUFF 
CARPETS SHAMPOOED 
MOTORS CLEANED & PAINTED 
VINYL TOPS SEALED • PIN STRIPING 
PICK UP AND DELIVERY 
Auto Brite 
Complete Auto Detailing 
1524 East Race • Searcy, AR 
{Behind Searcy Discount Tire Company 
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Timmy & Deborah Smith after 5 p.m. 
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I SATURDAY DAY BUFFET 
11 A.M. til 2 P.M. 
All the Pizza, Spaghetti, Salad· 
Garlic Bread You Can Eat $3.29 
THURSDAY NITE IS MINI NITE 
One Mini Pizza 2 Toppings 99C 
Salad Bar with the Mini 99C I 4 P.M. till 10 P.M. Thurs. Only 
I Free Delivery To Campus ~~ 
U 2600 E. Race Street 268-4107 
ft Get Into Pizza Inn .. 
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____ News Digest ___ _ College Bowl 
begins Monday U.K. BREAKS OFF RELATIONS 
WITH SYRIA 
1be United Kingdom broke off diplomatic 
relations with Syria on Friday. hours after 
Ne:zar HiDdawi of Jordan, was convicted of 
planting a bomb aboard an Israeli jet in U. 
don on April17. 
Hindawi was sentenced by a British court 
to 45 years in prison for attempting to 
smuggle a bomb into an ElAl jetliner in the 
band luggage of his Irish girlfriend at 
Heathrow airport. Britain contended tbat 
Hindawi carried an official Syrian passport 
and bad met with the Syrian ambassador 
the day the bomb was discoY'ered. 
Foreign Minister Sir Geoffrey Howe also 
argued the Syrian ambassador bad attem.r 
I 
ted to secure for Hindawi the help of Syrian 
intemgenee authorities. SUnday, a British 
newspaper reported that an undercover 
Syrian agent who worked in the Britishem-
1 
bassy for 20 years bad tricked a diplomat in-
to signing a visa for Hindawi. 
Syrian Foreign Minister Farouk al Sbar'a 
' denied the allegations challenging the 
United states to investigate the British 
charges. The u.s .• meanwblle, recalled its 
ambassador to Syria on Friday. 
LEE STRICKLAND 
and 
MARC BRACKETT 
Welcome their fellow University 
Students to shop at 
'GeijgOV) LQo~b lVlS 
~ 'WC41l 
'111 N. Spring DOWNTOWN SEARCY 268·3912 
Show your University I.D. and receive 
10°/o discount on all reg. priCed mdse. 
All· film process1ng labs are 
NOT ALIKE! Want proof? 
Bring us a set of negatives for reprints, 
and compare our deluxe prints with 
your original prints. 
Deluxe prin~-are only 15~ each 
with this coupon. · 
The Color Lab 
QUAUTY PHOTO FINISHING 
3205 E. Race (across from Shoney's) 
Coupons applies to ·reprints only. 
Good thru Nov. 15th 
HASENFUS ON TRIAL 
A three-man Nicaraguan People's TribuDe 
began hearing testimony re1ating to charges 
that Eugene Hasenfus of Wisconsin was 
guilty of terrorism, violating the public 
security and criminal association for his role 
in the flight of a cargo plane that c:ashed 
Oct. 5 after having delivered supplieS to the 
contra rebels. 
Former Attorney General Griffm Bellar-
rived Thursday in Nicaragua to offer free 
legal assistance to Haseofus. Sunday, Bell 
said he bad been denied access to HaseDfus. 
Earlier. he said Hasen£~ while definitely 
a part in the operation, said that be was 
merely "just kicking guns and shoes out the 
airplane" and bad no role in planning. 
RED CROSS EXPELS 
SOUTH AFRICAN DELEGATES 
One hundred and .fifty-nine nations voted 
Saturday to expel the South African delega-
tion to the International Red Cross con-
ference, despite the objections of 24 Western 
nations. 
Kenya, in proposing the ouster measure, 
said that South Africa•s policy of apartheid 
violated the ~es of the Red Cross. Tbe 
measure ga.iDed wtdesupport among Third 
World and Soviet-bloc nations, but fared 
poorly with Western nations, who insisted it 
violated the crganizati.on•s neutrality policy. 
Soon after the ouster. a motion to adjourn 
the conCerence immediately because of the 
high emotions failed 178-52. 
Alumni to be 
honored soon 
The Univenity will honor six oubltanding 
alumni during Homoonmin'teNov. NL A 
Distinguished Alumnus will announced 
at the Black and Gold banquet Nov. 7. 
Honorees are Sara Starling Bolten of Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, from the School of Nursing; 
James H. Cone of Little Rock from the 
School of BusiDess; Dr. Ray Dearin of Ames, 
Iowa. and Dr. Richard Hughes of .t\bilene, 
"l'exas, from the College of Arts and 
Sciences; Ill:. Gary Elliott of Po!:tland, Ore., 
from the Department of Bible, and Dr. 
Janette Rogers of 'IBhlequah, Okla .• from 
the School of Education. 
Bolten is a 1978 graduate who is on the 
staff of Cincinnati Children's Hospital. She 
is the first recipient to be selected by the 
School of Nursiug. which was started in l!r15. 
Cone, a Little Rock contractor, is chair-
by Ronald A. Turner 
Bison staff writer · 
The seventh annual Harding University 
College Bowl Thurnament will begin on Mon-
day, with three seven-team brackets slated 
to compete. 
Tbe competition format is a double-
elimination tournament, meaning that a 
team must be defeated twice before it is out 
of the competition. Games will be played on 
Monday and Tuesday evenings tmtil the 
competition is. completed. All games will. be 
cooducted in the American Studies Building. 
Each team consists of four members. A 
varsity team is composed from the four 
members of the tournament-winning team, 
as well as four other playen; that are chosen 
from other teamS. Questions are purchased 
from the College Bowl Company. Em~is 
is given in the liberal arts area, which in-
cludes science, arts, history and current 
events. 
Beginning in 19110-81, there have always 
been at least 23-24 teams competing each 
year, with some years reaching 3Z teams. 
The local tournament enables the School to 
compete in the regional tournament in 
February. 
The coordinators of the program are Dr. 
Dennis Organ, English department chair-
man; Dr. Larry Long, associate professor of 
English and Dr. Fred Jewell, professor of 
history. 1bese men also serve as the coaches 
of the varsity team. 
"The best players are not necessarily the 
smartest," Organ remarked. "Speed and 
quick recall of facts are also important in 
the tournament." Organ added that, 
although this year finds the smallest 
number of teams ever in competition, ''there 
should be a good tournament in store." 
man of the Harding Board of 'lhlstees. He 
is from the class of 1MB. 
Dearin is a profeasor of speech at Iowa 
State University and was acting chairman 
of the ~ent of speech one year. He is 
a 1963 graduate. 
A 1965 graduate, Hughes is a pniessor and 
chairman of the department of history at 
Abilene Christian University. 
Elliott, a 1962 graduate, is a former chair-
man of the department of English who 
bec8me president of Columbia Christian 
College in Portland in April. 
Rogers, a 1969 graduate in elementary 
education. is an assistant professor of 
elementary educatioo at Northeastern State 
UniverSity in 'IBhlequah. 
~~~~-~-~~~--~~~-~-~==-u~c:::wwi~~==~~K:==~•~•·==~·ll 
Opening ~ 
November 1, 1986 ~ 
~ 
Special Harding Rates For Parents and Alumni n 
• Jacuzzi • Jacuzzi Suites U 
• .Satina • Cable TV n 
n • Exercise Room • Gift Shop U 
~U • Indoor/Outdoor Swimming Pool n 3204 E. Race St., Searcy U (501) 268-0654 .J 
ft Please call for reservations 
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11AFFORDABLE EXCELLENCE" 
..... . . 
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Samuel Nwaneri, a junior from Nigeria, loosens up before a recent Searcy 
Steel practice. Halfway through its season, the team has accumulated a perfect 
4-0 record. See related story on page 12. (pbolo by D•vld smetserl 
Swimmers set for splashy start 
by Betty Kellems 
Bison sDif wrill!f 
"It's a sport that requires a great deal of 
dedication. It's especially suited for the per-
son who wants to get out and~ himself." 
Richard Denney, assistant swim teach 
coach, remarked. "Training-wise, our guys 
will swim 7,500 yards this week." 
At the height of their training the team 
will swim some 30,000 yards ~. 
'Ibe niiJe.member team, which coosists of 
five returning swimmers, includes senior 
Scott Peyton; juniors Gary Ashley, Wes 
Holland and Darren I.Amgar; sophomores 
Paul Killingswortb, Rusty McAlister and 
Brian Smith and fresbman Jody Barrett and 
Jeff Easterling. 
1brougbout the team's seasoo. which lasts 
trim mid-October until the end of~ ....... 
tM Water Buffaloes will be particiP&tiDg(Q 
a variety of meets and invitatiooals, in-
cluding the A:rkansas Intercollegiate Con-
feroeoce and NAJA District 17 Cbampioosbip 
Meet 
·ewe~re reaDy eccited about having the in-
vitational bere this " ~ stated. 
"Some of the other~ will be trying to 
peak and set their fastest times here; rm 
sure that we'll be trying to do the same." 
1bis will be Harding's first year to bost an 
invitatiooal, in which the University of 
Albnsas-LittleRoct, Heodrix College, Jobn 
Brown University, Ouachita Baptist u~ 
sity and possibly Henderson Slate Univer-
sity will be participating. Denney points out 
that even those who don~t know much about 
swimming_ will eJtioy the competitiveness of 
1516 E. Race 
(4 blocks from Harding,) 
See us 
For your Homecoming 
Corsage 
the meet, which is scbeduled for Nov. 21. 
In his third year as assistant to Coach 
Jack Boustead, Denney bas begun a oew 
program designed to measure the perfor-
mance of the athletes. Heart rate, anaerobic 
and aerobic endurance are tested on an In-
dividual basis and the swimmer is then able 
to improve his abilities accordingly. "'!bey 
can actually see their progress throughout 
the semes~" Denney coofirmed 
In addition, Denney is en~usiastic aboUt 
another new training aid - the use of 
videotape to record the swimmen in action. 
By filming from an underwater window at 
the deepest end of the pool. the technique 
and mechanics of each swimmer can be 
monitored and critiqued. 
Denney also mentioned that there are still 
some spots open for those who wish to join 
the team, although there is no diving team 
at this time. 
--===~···· .......... ====-. II ..., "~"
ATTENTION BSN 
CLASS OF 1987. 
The Air Force has a special pro-
gram for 1987 BSNs. If selected, 
you can enter active duty soon 
after graduation-without waiting 
for the results of your State Boards. 
To qualify, you must have an 
overall ·s· average. After commis-
sioning, you'll attend a five-month 
internship at a major Air Force 
medical facility. It's an excellent 
way to prepare for the wide range 
of experiences you'll have serving 
, your country as an Air Force nurse 
officer. For more information, call 
SSgt Cynthia Elia 
(501) 372-4541 
Bisons seek third straight 
AIC win at Monticello 
by Bobby Davidson 
Bison editor 
Coming off superb bact-to-bact perfor-
mances, the Bison gridders will be on the 
road to Monticello tomorrow to tate on the 
University of Arkansas-Monticello. 
The Bisons own third place in the Arll:.m-
sas Intercollegiate race with an overall 
record of 3-2-1 and a 2-1 conference mark. 
The Boll Weevils, meanwhile, are 1-2 in AIC 
play after dropping a 1()..4; squeaker to 
Arkansas Thcb University last week. 
Two weeks ago, Harding rolled up 262 
yards on the ground and held the Universi-
ty of Arkansas.Pine Bluff to only 45 rushing 
yards in a 17-o Bison rout 
Sophomore linebacker Brooks Davis was 
named "Defensive Player of the Week" in 
NAJA District 17 for his efforts, which in-
cluded 12 tackles, four assists and a fourth-
quarter goal line interception. 
Junior Stu Varner began the scoring with 
a 22-yard field goal, after which freshman 
linebacker John Spann returned a third-
quarter interception 29 yards for a Harding 
six-pointer. 
Later in the same period, senior halfback 
Daron Cathey tacked on a one-yard 
touchdown which, together with Varner's ex:-
tra point, bnlugbt the final margin of victory 
to 17-o. 
Responsibility for most of the ground at-
tact fell oo the broad shoulders of junior 
Kent Chambers, a fullback who handled the 
ball15 times for 80 yards. 
"We've pulled together- well as a defensive 
unit in the past ffNI weeks,'' juDjor DOBegUard 
Kenneth Forte commented. "If our ~ 
guys continue to improve, we could de9elop 
into one of the best defenses in the AIC." 
Harding followed its shutout of UAPB with 
a sro-yard total offense showing in an ~ 
domination of Henderson State University. 
Despite the Bisons' impressive offensive 
sbowillg, the Black and Gold defense put 
most of the points on the board. Thain 
safeties in the second and fourth guartm 
provided four points, while junior defensive 
back Mickey Adkison accounted for six 
points with a 29-yard interception return in 
tbe third quarter. 
Both Barding safeties were set up by the 
bustling effort of freshman defensive back 
Joe Phillips, who downed two Paul Golden 
punts on Henderson State's two-yard line.. 
On 68 team carries, the Bisons' offensive 
unit rolled up 282 yards, 79 of which~ 
to quarterback Mannie Lowery, the semor 
who led the 12amin yardage on his19 rushes. 
Olambers followed l.owecy with yet another 
workhorse day, running 17 times lor 69 
yards. 
On the night, the-Reddies managed only 
six rushing yards on 30 attempts, while tbeir 
two quarterbacks combined lor·46 yards on 
five completions. 1be outstanding all-around 
defensive outing helped to place the Bisons 
second in the AIC in defense, yieldiug an 
average of only 247 total yards per game. 
Again, Cathey was the Bisoos' only offen-
sive player to cross the goal line, scoring on 
a five-yard jaunt in the first quartel: 
Fur oow, the Bisons must turn their atten-
tion to the Boll Weevils of UAM, a team 
which bears some similari,ty to the Black 
and Gold. 
"They're about the same as us in terms 
of size, especially on defense," CoachJobn 
Prock reported "'J.'bey're a1Bo very quick 
and aggressive; they pursue the ball very 
well" 
Lowery, who excels as the leader of the 
Bisoos' wishbooe atlact, sees a 5troo8 finish 
in store foe his final year. 
"1 think we have a very good chance of 
beating Montieello this weekend," Lowery 
stated. "In fact, it's not out of the question 
that we could wm the rest of our games this 
year; we're beginning to get everything 
togethel:" 
Thmorrow's kickoff is set for 2:45. Tbe 
Bisons next home contest is set for Nov. 8, 
when Southern Arbnsas University comes 
to Barding for Homecoming. 
I~ I· Authorized Sale 
Special Group of Mens & 
. $119°0 Ladies Watches . reg. to *275 
'fu;a's Gid 9 
106 N. Spring Downtown Searcy 268-4684 
Nacho Supreme 
Only $295 
Say you saw this ad in the Bison 
and get a FREE medium drink. 
~ :l'PLACE •·· ~  
~~~ 
Offer good thru Nov. 6  809 S. Main 
268-5706 Searcy, AR 72143 
Mon.·Sat. 10:00 a.m.·9:00 p.m. Carry Outs Welcome 
Baseballers 
back to grh:td 
While the wOrld cbampioo New York Mels 
are taking a break from baseball, the 
HardiDg baseball team is retumiDg to work. 
'Ibe baseball BisoDs started training in-
doors tbis week after a three week break 
from fall baseball play. Tbe team was 
divided into three squads, wbicb tbeo com-
peted against each other. The up-
perclassmen combined to form one team. 
While the freshmen and transfers rounded 
out the other two teams. 
Aoccning to assistant coach SteYe Smith, 
the 12 freshmen on the team competed well 
against each other and against the veteran 
BisoDs. 'Ibis is considered a good sign by 
Greg 'lbompson, former afi.eoofereDce and 
all-district second baseman for Harding. 
'-we're going to have to rely on some new 
pla:yers this year," 'lbompson, wbo ~ 
his final game in a black and gold UDiform 
last season, commented. "There are only 
four pla)'ei'S with more tbaD two years fl. col-
~te ~eoce an our team." 
Included in that group of upperclassmen 
are seniors Barry Jones and James Mayes, 
wbo will sene as co-eaptains for tbis year's 
team, and jtmi<n Marty Spears ad I.6Ddel 
Price. ''A lack of experience can usoa1ly burt 
you," Tbompsoo remarted. "But the ones 
that are eKperieoced are quality pla.yers.." 
Batting against their own pitcllen, the 
Bisons had a team batting average of .231 
this fall. All fall baseball was interscpJad, in-
cluding a black and gold baJJgame.. ''We 
went at each other fur 10 inDings in that 
game, but we had to quit with a 2-2 tie," 
freshman Scott Rose said. 
The Bisons will continue to train 
tbrougbout the winter, lifting weights, run-
ning, throwing and pitching indoors. 'Ibe 
schedule for the spring season is still 
tentative. 
Plua Hut East Race 
15% oH 
for 
Harding Students with ID's 
TiiE BISON, Searcy, Ark. 72143, Oct. 31, 1986 11 
Senior quarterback Mannie Lowery (12) turns up field to look for running room in last week's 18-6 Bison win over 
Henderson State University, while sophomore offensive lineman Rick Piersall (70) looks for someone to block. Lowery 
led Harding in rushing against the Reddies with 79 yards on 19 carries. (photo by Michael Rodgers) 
Sav-On Drug 
• PROFESSIONAL SERVICE 
• PHARMACY 
• DISCOUNT PRICES 
• FILM PROCESSING 
• AMBASSADOR CARDS 
• WE BILL PARENTS OF H.U. STUDEI'ITS 
OPEN 
8:30 AM-6:30 PM 
MONDAY - SATURDAY 
SUE CLINE, PHARMACIST 
KAREN SHIREMAN 
DEaaiE NANCE 
JANET WltiONT 
268-4121 
IIAIICY 2806 E RACE A111WUA1 
Let us do 
your hoking 
Halloween Cakes. 
Cupcakes, cookies 
12 Oct. 31, 1986, 1HE BISON, Searcy, Ark. 72143 
Steel protects perfect fhaofa 
by SU$in W.u&h the contest. Tbe last ten ·mlnlltes 'W'tri 
8iscn staff wrilll!t "" pla.yed in a c:hiliins. ~~ tbat;Jeft tbe 
TbeSearcySteel~teamisoow~ player ndn·..;fi:;;,..a 
after defeating Ouachita Baptist Univel'- ~~·~ 'lfN> as wen as tbe~ 
sity Saturday. ~ fina1 score of 4-() was 
the result of aggressive plays and good 
defense by the Steel. 
1\vo goals were scored in the first half. 
Scoring threats mounted by Ouachita 
were halted wben Steel COachMikeBur-
cbett, who Is also a player, rallied the 
Searcy players for an unbreakable 
defense. 
Tbe second half brought two more 
goals and victory for the Steel. Rotation 
of players kept the momentum up against 
OUachita, a team which was too small b} 
rotate players. 
A large crowd attended the game. 
although rain fell periodically throughout 
. ~is J>eeoming a powlar sporta~. 
llardi:Qg, al~ the ~m is not spon'· 
sored by Harditig as an in~llegiat.e 
,competitor. Tbe only asSOciation that 
. Harding bas with tbe Steel is the fact tbat 
students make up most of the ~ 
Maey players are mtemational studehts 
Crom·South and Central Ametiea. 
On its way to a perfect of-0 reconi, the 
Steel ~s defeated teams Irom the 
Univemty of Arltansas, Arkansas Col-
lege, College of the Ozarks and Ouachita. 
Thmorrow, the team travels to Conway 
for a 3 p..m. showdown with HeDdrix 
Colleg~ · 
Harriers continue dominance 
IJr Louis Mahaffey points. 
Boson staff wnter Wednesday the teams will go to Bald Knob 
The Harding cross country teams are 
showing the nation what rurming Is all about. 
u~ the direction of head coach Thd Ll~ 
~Bison runners came away with victories 
m both the men's and women's divisions last 
weekend at the Belmont Southeastern In-
vitational held in Nashville, Thnn. 
The women's team finished the day with 
31 points, out-running their nearest com-
petitor, Vand~bilt University, by six points. 
Melynda Davis came away with a first p)ace 
victory and set a new course record of 18:33. 
The men's teams finished with 25 points, 
led by workhorse Darryl Halbert and took 
five of the fll"St nine places. Oth~ schools 
participating were Belmont, whicb finished 
with 94 poibls, Vanderbilt with 98, and David 
Lipscomb, wbicb ended the day with 104 
for the conference and district champion-
ship meet. 
Take advantage 
of our layaway plan 
now for Christrnas. 
"When you care enough 
to send the very best" 
come to ... 
·~· 
CBecky'~ -ft~ 
309 N. Spruce~ Downtown 
268-7049 
Tonight October 31·st 
8 
6:00 
10:00 
